Ordination

Explored!

Coming into the cathedral
Have you been in this cathedral before?

What can you see?

What can you hear?
What else seems interesting?
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Can you find each of these things?
What are their names? Why are they in the cathedral?

(If the service hasn't started yet, you could try asking other
people for ideas)
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Today we’re in church celebrating as God
makes a new bishop (or more than one!)
God is giving the new job of bishop today to one or more
people God makes a new bishop when there or more other
bishops (and often an archbishop) put their hands on their
head or shoulders and pray for them.
Who is being made a bishop today?

Who else is here?

How many people
can you count?
Who do you think is the oldest?
And the youngest?
Whose clothes do you like best? Here’s a space to draw them.
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What does a bishop look like? What do they wear?
Every bishop looks different – they are individual people, just
like you. Some are tall and some are short. Some are men and
some are women. Sometimes they just look like normal priests
– they wear a clerical collar just like a normal priest. In fact,
a bishop doesn’t stop being a priest when they become a
bishop. But there are some things that are just for bishops:
The Pectoral Cross is a very big
cross, usually made from silver,
which they wear around their neck.
Whatever else they are wearing,
they always wear this. Except in
bed or on holiday. Fun fact: some
bishops tuck their cross into their
shirt pocket so it doesn’t swing
about and hurt people!
The Mitre
This is a tall pointy hat, with two
‘tails’ at the back. They don’t wear
this all the time. In the service, try
to notice when the bishops are
wearing their mitres.
Who holds their mitre while they’re
not wearing it?
What other special clothes and equipment can you see?
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The Crozier
This is a long stick with a hook at the end, like a
shepherd’s crook. Usually they’re made in three
sections so they can be packed in a suitacase!
What do you think the crozier means?
The Ring
Bishops all wear a special ring.
Just like pectoral crosses,
the ring belongs to the bishop
so it’s theirs to keep after they retire
or move to a different role, or they may
pass it on the another bishop.
What do you think the ring means?

Turn the page to find out more, and use the pictures to help
you work out which people in the cathedral today are bishops.

How many bishops can you see?
How many mitres can you see?
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Bishops also do normal things that
deacons and priests do: they don’t
stop making people tea and being
kind just because they’re a bishop.
You can still talk to a bishop like a
normal person.
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We read the Bible
What were today’s Bible
readings about?

What is your favourite Bible story?
Write or draw it here:
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Sermon Bingo
How many times did the preacher mention…
God
Jesus
Holy Spirit
Calling
Joy
Deacon or priest
Bishop
Sprouts
Fish
Would you like to think more about any of these? You could
draw a circle around the word to remind you later.
Is there a question you would like to ask the person giving the
sermon? There should be a chance to talk with them after the
service.
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Bishops – and everyone!
God is giving people new jobs today – they are
becoming a bishop.
Everyone who follows Jesus has a special job, to declare how
God has called us out of __________ into his
____________ light.
Bishops help people to do their own special jobs.
What is your special job? What do you do to help people?

Which words about being a bishop sound intriguing?
Listen and have a look in the Order of Service.
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The Apostolic Succession Tree!
This is just like a family tree: because being a bishop
can only be passed on from other bishops, we can trace
the ‘family tree’ of bishops all the way back to Jesus’
disciples, and especially to St Peter.
We call this ‘apostolic succession’.
How far back
can you trace
your family
tree?
I wonder how
far back each
bishop who is
here today can
trace their
“apostolic
succession”
tree?
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Use this page to draw your own ‘family tree’ – you
can include all the people who love you, and those
who have taught you important things about how to
live well in the world.
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There are some things which only bishops can do...
can you find out which things these are?
We might have made some mistakes, and some of these
things might have lots of answers...
Only bishops...

󠄜Make people deacons, priests or bishops (Ordain them)
󠄜Eat breakfast in bed on Fridays
󠄜Wear a purple top with a clerical collar
󠄜Look after people like a shepherd
󠄜Take a lead in helping people know God's love
󠄜Lead Confirmation services
󠄜Wear a special hat called a mitre
󠄜Eat purple ice cream with gold sparkly bits
󠄜Look after a whole area including all the people and
churches
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Promises
We hear about the things God is asking people to do as they
become bishops. They make promises.

Setting a good
example

Caring

What do you think is the most important thing they will do in
their new job?

How can you help them in their new job?
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Prayers
We talk to God, ask God for help, listen to God, and there
might be some singing with the prayers.
Choose one of the things we’re asking God to help with, and
draw a picture.

What would you like to talk with God about?

These prayers are often done quietly and there might be a
time with no singing or talking at all. Why might that be?
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The Ordination
The bishop-to-be kneels in front of the archbishop or another
bishop. At least three bishops lay their hands on the person's
hand or shoulders and pray a special prayer. Can you count
how many bishops have their hands on the new bishop?
Can you see the new bishop?!
You might want to draw a picture of this.

The new bishop might have holy oil put on their
forehead. This is a special reminder that God is giving
them their new job as a bishop, and God will help them.
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Holy Communion
Jesus gave his friends
bread and wine, and said
‘do this in memory of me’

God loves us so much
that he wants us to be his children.
So when we pray,
we can call God, ‘Father’
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God meets us and
gives us his grace

when we have the bread and wine or a
blessing.
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Sending out
Each new bishop is given a pastoral staff, which
is like the crook which a shepherd carries to
help their sheep. Some pastoral staffs are
made of wood and some are made of metal.
Some are very simple and some are very shiny
and sparkly. Design a pastoral staff to remind
the new bishop what God has asked them to do.
Then the new bishops are sent out to do their
new work for God, and we are all sent out to
love and serve each other and God.
There might be a party to celebrate!
If you could choose, how would you like
everyone to celebrate?
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What was your favourite part of the service?
Draw a picture of it here.

Write some words or draw a picture
about how you feel in the cathedral…

With thanks to members of Westcott House for ideas and suggestions, and to The Revd
Ally Barrett for illustrations. Please send feedback or suggestions to Elizabeth Lowson
curate.elizabeth@gmail.com
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